
Matthew + Stephanie

Dear Birthparent:
We thank God for you; that you are considering adoption, and that
you are reading our letter! We hope this letter gives you a glimpse of
who we are as a family. While we hope we will meet you and your
child someday, our ultimate prayer is that you find the right path for
you and your child. Thank you for taking the time get to know us and
to consider us as your child's adoptive family!



Matthew
Watching Matthew become a
father has been incredible! He is
playful, patient, and encouraging.
He has always been a faithful
husband, provider, and Christian
role model. Watching him with his
students lets me see how
wonderful he will continue to be as
our children get older! -Stephanie

Stephanie

Leo
This little bug is our spunky one year
old. He loves his swing, his cats, and
books. Leo has some developmental
delays due to a tricky chromosome,
yet he works hard every day to
overcome many challenges!

Stephanie is a dedicated mother
and wife. She taught first grade

before becoming a mom, and
brings her education mindset and

creativity to raising Leo. She trusts
God's promises and is so excited to

expand our family and provide a
home to more children! -Matthew



Our Story
Our story together began in

Minnesota where we both
attended the same tiny college!

We were married in 2015, and
moved to a reservation in

eastern Arizona in 2016 to teach
at a mission school. Matthew
still teaches grades 5-6. After
struggling with infertility, we
were blessed to adopt Leo in

2019. He has filled our hearts
with more love than we knew
was possible! We cant wait to

share even more love with
another child and see Leo grow

into an awesome big brother!



We all love to...
- Take walks
- Play outside
- Go to church

- Go hiking
- Read books
- Visit family

- Wear Christmas jammies
- Sing songs and make music
- Play with our cats, Tuna + Fish

Our Promise
If you choose to move forward in this

adoption process with us, we promise to
love your child unconditionally, as our

own! Our first priority will always be that
he or she stays connected with Jesus. We

will give your child all the love and support
he or she needs to become the best version

of him or herself. We treasure the open
relationship we have with Leo's birth

family. We would love to maintain regular
contact with you as well, honoring you as

our child's first parent and fostering
connections with his or her heritage!


